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NovaBay Pharmaceuticals (NBY - $ 1.26)
4Q13 – Auriclosene in Viral Conjunctivitis Phase IIb Data to
Come in Mid-2014

NBY reported 4Q13 and full year financial results recently with annual total
revenue of ~$3.4MM and net losses of ($16MM) or ($0.42)/share. The company
ended 2013 with $13.1M cash, sufficient for operations into 2015, in our
assessment.

 Given that the quarterly earnings performance is not yet the key investment
focus of NovaBay, the major emphasis for NBY share value remains on the
progression and performance of the company's auriclosene clinical and
NeutroPhase commercialization developments. We view auriclosene in viral
conjunctivitis Phase IIb study data release in mid-2014 as an important
catalyst since it is the most near-term data release-driven event. A positive
outcome, in our opinion, could substantially enhance NBY share value.

 Two auriclosene clinical study commencements are expected in 2014 – in
urinary catheter blockage and encrustation (UCBE) Phase IIb and in impetigo
with partner Galderma S.A. We believe the continued clinical advancement
of auriclosene in the two indications could demonstrate the broad clinical
utility of this drug.  We estimate the UCBE Phase IIb study could start in
1H14 and NBY will be responsible for conducting the impetigo study, which
could start in mid-2014 or 3Q14.

 Advancement of NeutroPhase commercialization in chronic non-healing
wounds in China and other products in 2014. Potential NeutroPhase approval
by SFDA of China is underway facilitated by partner Pioneer Pharma with a
possible government decision in 2H14. If it receives approval, we anticipate
NeutroPhase revenue from China could grow much more significantly going
forward. NBY is in preparation for the launch of several commercial
products, which include an ophthalmological product (i-Lid Cleanser), an
aesthetic dermatology product (CelleRx) and a consumer contact lens care
product in 2014.  NBY expects to introduce i-Lid Cleanser at the ASCRS
meeting and CelleRx at the ASAPS meeting (both are held in April 25-29).

 Action. We are reiterating our Buy rating; and our $2.50 target price is
supported by our peer comparable and risk-adjusted cash flow sum-of-the-
parts analyses.

Healthcare/Biotechnology

Ticker: NBY
Rating: Buy
Price Target: $ 2.50

Trading Data:
Last Price (03/07/2014) $ 1.26
52–Week High (9/23/2013) $ 2.03
52–Week Low (11/7/2013) $ 0.76
Market Cap. (MM) $ 58
Shares Out. (MM) 45

Earnings Estimates: (per share) Yale Jen, Ph.D.
Managing Director /
Senior Biotechnology Analyst
(212) 953-4978
yjen@laidlawltd.com

(Dec) 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY P/E
FY-14E -0.12 -0.09 -0.11 -0.09 -0.41 NM
FY-13A -0.11 -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.42 NM
FY-12A -0.09 -0.08 0.00 -0.07 -0.24 NM
FY-11A -0.08 0.02 0.00 -0.13 -0.20 NM

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates
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Anticipated milestones in 2014 and beyond

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates and company presentation

Product Indication Partner Event Timing

Impetigo (0.33%) Galderma
Potential to commence a Phase IIb pilot
clincial trial 3Q- '14

Viral conjunctivitis (0.1% - 1.5%)
Potential data release of the Phase IIb
study

Mid- '14

Potential discussion with the FDA for
pivotal studies 1Q14

Potential to commence a Phase IIb  study 1H14

NeutroPhase Wound care cleaning Potential approval in China 2H14

Introduction at the American Society of
Cataract and Refractive Surgery meeting 2Q14

Commercial launch 2H14

CelleRx Aesthetic dermatological use
Introduction at the American Society for
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery meeting 2Q14

Consumer lens
care product

Not yet
announced

Commercial launch 2H14

Auriclosene (NVC-
422)

Prevention of urinary catheter
blockage and encrustation (UCBE)
(0.2%)

Ophthalmological/optometrists usei-Lid Cleanser
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Major Risks
Failures of current and upcoming clinical programs. Although auriclosene
demonstrated promising efficacy and a satisfactory safety profile from the Phase
II studies in several indications, there is no assurance that the future clinical
developments efficacy and safety profiles will be satisfactory enough to advance
the program into later stage clinical development. Given the clinical study
successes are the most near-term hurdle to be overcome before auriclosene can
be advanced into the next stage of development, clinical study failure could
significantly impair the value of the company’s assets and shareholder value.

Maintaining current and expanding future partnerships are not
guaranteed. One of major validations of NovaBay’s technologies and
significant near-term revenue prospects derive from the company’s collaborative
partners, such as Galderma.  Should a partner decide to terminate collaboration
with NovaBay, shareholder value could be substantially impacted, due to the
potential loss of future revenue and concerns about the company’s technology
for generating effective therapeutic products.  In addition, there is no assurance
that the company can further forge additional collaborations for generating
revenue.

Product may not reach anticipated sales. Although auriclosene and
NeutroPhase have illustrated promising efficacy and safety profiles, and the
latter has received FDA approval; the sales potential for either product could
miss our forecasts. It is difficult to project more accurately the sales potential of
auriclosene in impetigo given the market is relatively mature despite that
Galderma is very experienced in dermatology sales.  Further, it could be even
more difficult to forecast potential future auriclosene sales in adenoviral
conjunctivitis and catheter blockage and encrustation (UCBE) since no
approved product or substantial generic products are already in the market.
Despite the fact that NeutroPhase is approved to be used in wound care in the
U.S., it is not guaranteed that the product could receive approval in China and
can successfully launch in China and Southeast Asian markets. In addition,
NovaBay may not generate projected revenue from its own in-house pipeline.

Additional financing could dilute shareholder value. Regardless of whether
or not the company forges additional collaborations with partners to generate
non-dilutive revenue to support operation, it is likely that NovaBay may need to
provide offerings to raise cash from investors to fund its operations.  As such,
the share value for existing investors could be diluted. Further, if the company
cannot raise equity capital at more favorable terms, the share value of current
shareholder could be further impaired.

Limited trading liquidity limits shareholder options. Given daily trading
volume and name recognition of NBY shares are relatively modest, some
investors could be hesitant to own the shares as relatively illiquid trading
volume could impose constraints if they want to increase or reduce their
positions in a volatile stock market.
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Figure 1: Income Statement

Source: Bloomberg LP; Company reports; Laidlaw & Company estimates

NovaBay – Income Statement
($'000)

1Q13 2Q13E 3Q13 4Q13 1Q14E 2Q14E 3Q14E 4Q14E
Revenue

Product royalty revenue 63 17 (1) 144 223 199 205 266 426 1,095 2,212
Cost of goods sold 22 16 43 81 162 99 102 133 213 548 1,128
Gross profit 41 1 (44) 63 61 99 102 133 213 548 1,084
Revenue (upfront, milestone, etc.) 10,993 6,855 914 790 1,035 306 3,045 581 698 733 798 2,810 3,344
Others 26 92 43 41 65 60 209 52 45 40 35 172 196
Total non-product revenue 11,019 6,947 957 831 1,100 366 3,254 633 743 773 833 2,982 3,540

Research and development 9,911 9,275 2,925 2,937 2,513 4,086 12,461 3,351 3,485 3,519 3,555 13,909 15,300
General and administrative 5,429 5,981 1,560 2,045 1,525 1,210 6,340 1,392 1,531 1,668 1,802 6,392 6,968

Total Operating Expenses 15,340 15,256 4,485 4,982 4,038 5,296 18,801 4,742 5,015 5,188 5,356 20,301 22,268
Operating Incomes (losses) (4,321) (8,309) (3,487) (4,150) (2,982) (4,867) (15,486) (4,009) (4,170) (4,282) (4,310) (17,319) (17,643)

Non-cash gain on decrease in fair value of warrants (732) 1,439 (520) 104 (866) 727 (555) (800) 600 (400) 700 100 120
Total Other Income, net (30) (155) - 5 3 (7) 1 1 1 1 1 4 10

Income before tax (5,083) (7,025) (4,007) (4,041) (3,845) (4,147) (16,040) (4,808) (3,569) (4,681) (3,609) (17,215) (17,513)
Tax Rate 0 0 (16,039)
Tax (2) (2) (2) (7) (3) 10 (2) (3) (3) (3) (3) (15) (15)

Net Income (Loss) (5,085) (7,027) (4,009) (4,048) (3,848) (4,137) (16,042) (4,811) (3,572) (4,684) (3,612) (17,230) (17,528)

Net Income (Loss) Applicable to Common Shareholders ($5,085) ($7,027) (4,007) (4,056) (3,842) (4,139) ($16,044) (4,810) (3,570) (4,680) (3,608) ($17,230) ($17,524)

Net Earnings (Losses) Per Share—Basic and Diluted ($0.20) ($0.24) ($0.11) ($0.11) ($0.10) ($0.10) ($0.42) ($0.12) ($0.09) ($0.11) ($0.09) ($0.41) ($0.34)

Shares outstanding—basic and diluted 25,773 29,448 36,756 37,266 37,467 41,243 38,183 41,493 41,743 41,993 42,243 41,868 52,243
25,773 29,448 36,756 37,266 37,467 41,243 38,183 41,493 41,743 41,993 42,243 41,868 52,243

Margin Analysis (% of Sales/Revenue)
R&D 90% 134% 293% 353% 238% 952% 376% 457% 412% 389% 340% 394% 331%
MG&A 49% 86% 156% 246% 144% 282% 191% 190% 181% 184% 172% 181% 151%
Operating Income (loss) -39% -120% -349% -499% -282% -1134% -467% -547% -493% -473% -412% -491% -382%
Net Income -46% -101% -402% -488% -364% -965% -484% -656% -422% -517% -345% -488% -379%

Financial Indicator Growth Analysis (YoY%)
Revenue (upfront, milestone, etc.) 13% -38% -30% -8% -71% -71% -56% -36% -12% -29% 161% -8% 19%
Other revenue NA 254% 760% 173% 160% 28% 127% 21% 10% -38% -42% -18% 14%
Total Revenue 13% -37% -28% -5% -70% -67% -53% -34% -11% -30% 128% -8% 19%
R&D 15% -6% 29% 24% 0% 93% 34% 15% 19% 40% -13% 12% 10%
SG&A -4% 10% 1% 49% 24% -34% 6% -11% -25% 9% 49% 1% 9%
Operating Loss -4% 92% 40% 44% 2713% 71% 86% 15% 0% 44% -11% 12% 2%
Total Other Income, net -112% 417% -100% -81% -118% -96% -101% NA -80% -67% -114% 300% 150%
Net Income 18% 38% 58% 81% -3500% 76% 128% 20% -12% 22% -13% 7% 2%
EPS - Diluted 7% 21% 23% 39% -2719% 35% 76% 6% -21% 9% -15% -2% -18%

Yale Jen, Ph.D.  212-953-4978
Source: Roth Capital Partners Research and NovaBay's SEC filings
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DISCLOSURES:
ANALYST CERTIFICATION
The analyst responsible for the content of this report hereby certifies that the views expressed regarding the company or companies and their securities accurately
represent his personal views and that no direct or indirect compensation is to be received by the analyst for any specific recommendation or views contained in this
report.  Neither the author of this report nor any member of his immediate family or household maintains a position in the securities mentioned in this report.

EQUITY DISCLOSURES
For the purpose of ratings distributions, regulatory rules require the firm to assign ratings to one of three rating categories (i.e. Strong Buy/Buy-Overweight, Hold, or
Underweight/Sell) regardless of a firm's own rating categories.  Although the firm’s ratings of Buy/Overweight, Hold, or Underweight/Sell most closely correspond to
Buy, Hold and Sell, respectively, the meanings are not the same because our ratings are determined on a relative basis against the analyst sector universe of stocks.  An
analyst's coverage sector is comprised of companies that are engaged in similar business or share similar operating characteristics as the subject company.  The analysis
sector universe is a sub-sector to the analyst's coverage sector, and is compiled to assist the analyst in determining relative valuations of subject companies.  The
composition of an analyst's sector universe is subject to change over time as various factors, including changing market conditions occur.  Accordingly, the rating
assigned to a particular stock represents solely the analyst's view of how that stock will perform over the next 12-months relative to the analyst's sector universe.

Additional information available upon request.

‡ Laidlaw & Company has received compensation from the subject company for investment banking services in the past 12 months.
# Laidlaw & Co (UK) Ltd. has not provided any investment banking services for the company (ies) mentioned in this report over the last 12 months

RATINGS INFORMATION
Rating and Price Target Change History

Source: Laidlaw & Company Created by: Blue-Compass.net

3 Year Rating Change History

3 Year Price Change History

Laidlaw & Company Rating System*
% of Companies
Under Coverage
With This Rating

% of Companies for which Laidlaw & Company
has performed services for in the last 12 months

Investment Banking Brokerage

Strong Buy
(SB)

Expected to significantly outperform the sector over 12
months. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Buy (B) Expected to outperform the sector average over 12 months. 85.71% 28.57% 14.29%

Hold (H)
Expected returns to be in line with the sector average over 12
months. 7.14% 0.00% 0.00%

Sell (S)
Returns expected to significantly underperform the sector
average over 12 months. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

ADDITIONAL COMPANIES MENTIONED

ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES
As of the date of this report, neither the author of this report nor any member of his immediate family or household maintains an ownership position in the securities of
the company (ies) mentioned in this report.

This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice and has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of
persons who receive it. Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd. recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to
seek the advice of a financial adviser.  The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor's individual circumstances and objectives.
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The securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate
in some or all of them.  This report is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular
trading strategy.

Associated persons of Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd not involved in the preparation of this report may have investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of
securities/instruments of companies mentioned herein and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report. While Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd.,
prohibits analysts from receiving any compensation. Bonus or incentive based on specific recommendations for, or view of, a particular company, investors should be
aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest.

With the exception of information regarding Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd. this report is based on public information.  Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd makes every effort to use
reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such.  Any opinions expressed are
subject to change and Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd disclaims any obligation to advise you of changes in opinions or information or any discontinuation of coverage of a
subject company.  Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Laidlaw & Co
(UK), Ltd business areas.  Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd associated persons conduct site visits from time to time but are prohibited from accepting payment or
reimbursement by the company of travel expenses for such visits.  The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates,
foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices. market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors.
There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in securities/instruments transactions.  Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
performance.  Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized.  If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the
cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject company's securities/instruments.

Any trademarks and service marks contained in this report are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations
of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
This report or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd.  This report is disseminated and
available primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd.  For important disclosures, please see Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd.’s disclosure
website at www.Laidlawltd.com, or contact your investment representative or Laidlaw & Co (UK), Ltd at 546 Fifth Ave, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10036 USA.

© 2014 Laidlaw & Co. (UK), Ltd.
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